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	NoSQL For Dummies, 9781118905746 (1118905741), For Dummies, 2015

	Get up to speed on the nuances of NoSQL databases and what they mean for your organization


	This easy to read guide to NoSQL databases provides the type of no-nonsense overview and analysis that you need to learn, including what NoSQL is and which database is right for you. Featuring specific evaluation criteria for NoSQL databases, along with a look into the pros and cons of the most popular options, "NoSQL For Dummies" provides the fastest and easiest way to dive into the details of this incredible technology. You'll gain an understanding of how to use NoSQL databases for mission-critical enterprise architectures and projects, and real-world examples reinforce the primary points to create an action-oriented resource for IT pros.


	If you're planning a big data project or platform, you probably already know you need to select a NoSQL database to complete your architecture. But with options flooding the market and updates and add-ons coming at a rapid pace, determining what you require now, and in the future, can be a tall task. This is where "NoSQL For Dummies" comes in! Learn the basic tenets of NoSQL databases and why they have come to the forefront as data has outpaced the capabilities of relational databases Discover major players among NoSQL databases, including Cassandra, MongoDB, MarkLogic, Neo4J, and others Get an in-depth look at the benefits and disadvantages of the wide variety of NoSQL database options Explore the needs of your organization as they relate to the capabilities of specific NoSQL databases


	Big data and Hadoop get all the attention, but when it comes down to it, NoSQL databases are the engines that power many big data analytics initiatives. With "NoSQL For Dummies," you'll go beyond relational databases to ramp up your enterprise's data architecture in no time.
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Factory Planning Manual: Situation-Driven Production Facility PlanningSpringer, 2009

	This book describes the factory planning process with its manifold practical characteristics. Previous planning approaches only emanate from the product model. Future plannings need to allow for dissimilarity of an individual factory more strongly, i.e., the factory will feature even more individual characteristics according to its position...


		

Macromedia Flash 8 On DemandQue, 2005
Offers readers a fast, visual way to  learn Flash 8, enabling one to create interactive web sites.

	
    Step-by-step instructions with accompanying 4-color visuals  requires less time reading and more time learning this popular software
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Programming Microsoft   Windows  CE, Second Edition (Pro-Developer )Microsoft Press, 2001
I've been working with Windows CE for almost as long as it's been in existence. A Windows programmer for many years, I'm amazed by the number of different, typically quite small, systems to which I can apply my Windows programming experience. These Windows CE systems run the gamut from PC-like mini-laptops to embedded devices buried deep in some...




	

Lessons in IT Transformation: Technology Expert to Business LeaderJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Why should I read this book? Be honest—that’s what you

	are really trying to figure out before you decide to invest

	the time and money required to read any book. There are thousands

	of books available on the topic of leadership. Why is this

	book different, and why should you care? Here are a few

	answers to your...

		

The Adobe Photoshop Elements Crafts BookPeachpit Press, 2005
Millions of people own digital cameras, yet most of us just store our digital photos on a hard drive or email them to friends. But what if you want to get a little more creative with your images? Armed with little more than a copy of Photoshop Elements, a computer, an inkjet printer, and a handful of basic tools, you can...


		

Apache Solr 3.1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the Solr cookbook. You will be taken on a tour through the most common problems when dealing with Apache Solr. You will learn how to deal with the problems with Solr configuration and setup, how to handle common querying problems, how to fine-tune Solr instances, how to write Solr extensions, and many more things. Every recipe is...
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